What is Computer – Assisted
Surgery?
Computers have been assisting surgeons in the operating room since the 1980s. Today approximately 7% of all
joint replacement surgeries are completed with the aid of computer navigation technology. Similar
to the GPS in your car, these devices guide surgeons to precisely position the components of a hip or knee
replacement. These tools can help surgeons decide what thickness of bone to remove and how to improve
limb alignment. In theory, a well-balanced and properly aligned joint replacement should, like your new car
tires, last longer if in acceptable alignment. The number of joint replacements done with this
technology may grow over the next decade as it continues to improve.
Computer-assisted surgery (CAS) enables the surgeon to customize each joint replacement operation down to
the degree and millimeter. The computer can make calculations to give the surgeon the immediate
feedback. Multiple studies have shown that computer-assisted surgery may improve limb alignment and
implant position; however, whether this affects how well you recover and function after surgery is open for
debate. Current research has yet to prove a major advantage for surgeons using these new technologies. One
recent study found no functional difference in people who had a CAS joint replacement compared to those
who had surgery performed with manual instrumentation.
Computer Navigation
Computer Navigation uses light sensors or magnetic receptors (also known as “trackers”) attached to the bone
to enable the computer to locate and “see” the hip or knee joint in the operating room. These sensors are
necessary to help the surgeon communicate with the computer during surgery. For some navigation systems,
additional small incisions are necessary to secure the temporary trackers to the bone. For total hip
replacement, pins may be placed into the pelvis through a separate incision. In knee replacements, additional
incisions with pin placement may be required in the femur (thigh bone) and tibia (leg bone).
During surgery, the surgeon collects data points to help the computer generate a virtual model of your hip or
knee joint. Some navigation systems require a CT or MRI to be uploaded to the computer before surgery
(image-guided navigation) while others do not (image-free navigation). The surgeon can make changes to the
plan during surgery to ensure the proper positioning of the implants.
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Robotic-Assisted Surgery

Robotic-assisted surgery represents a special
category of CAS where a cutting tool is housed in a handpiece or robotic arm. After collecting data points and
uploading them to the computer, a patient-specific three-dimensional model is generated which allows the
surgeon to adjust the bone resections (the amount of bone removed) to best fit the implants. Next, the
robotic tool is used to carefully prepare the bone and execute the surgical plan – always under the surgeon’s
control. Regardless of the technique, once the bone is prepared, “off-the-shelf” implants are utilized to
complete the surgery.
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Patient-Specific Instrumentation

Another category of tool developed over the past several years is patient-specific instrumentation (PSI). This
technology allows the surgeon to make specific bone cuts to match the “off-the-shelf” implants. It does not
allow for “custom” implants. After obtaining a pre-operative CT or MRI scan, the images are then used
to develop a preliminary plan of where to make the bone cuts to balance and align the arthritic joint. This plan
is then sent to the surgeon to review and make edits prior to surgery. Once approved by the surgeon, a
patient-specific cutting jig that is 3D printed and fits over the end of the thigh bone and top of the shin bone
during surgery. These cutting blocks are then sterilized and sent to the surgeon to use during surgery.
PSI is a tool that may allow the surgeon to precisely restore a patient’s limb alignment. Studies have shown
improved alignment with PSI but no long-term benefit for patients compared to traditional techniques.

Other Technologies
Several hand-held devices can also be used by joint replacement surgeons. A pressure-sensing paddle can be
placed between the bones during surgery to help the surgeon determine proper positioning of
implants. Another option is a hand-held navigation unit with a miniature gyroscope (like your smartphone)
that can be used to help determine limb alignment. Again, these other hand-held technologies have been
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shown to help improve alignment of the leg and position of the implants but so far there has been no
proven long-term benefit for patients.
What does this mean for my surgery?
Multiple studies have demonstrated that CAS can improve implant positioning to restore leg alignment. This
can provide a significant benefit in unique cases such as prior trauma (bone fractures or
injuries) with orthopaedic implants or severe deformity. Some studies describe improved x-rays after
surgery, but CAS has not yet translated to having better joint function or longer lifespan of the implants over
the long-term.
We do know that CAS has been shown to have little effect on length of hospital stay and pain levels after
surgery. It is still too early to say if CAS should be used for everyone. Currently, CAS is reserved for certain
patients or if the surgeon is familiar with the technology and find a benefit for his or her patients. Just like a
new tool, surgeons adopting these new technologies must properly learn how to use the computerized
instruments and how to troubleshoot if the technology fails during surgery.
Utilizing these technologies comes with a price. Some of these technologies can significantly increase
the price tag of your surgery as well as increase the time it takes to complete the procedure. Future research
will help determine if the cost is worth the benefit.
Historically, the majority of patients have been satisfied with their joint replacements using conventional
methods. Technology is another tool that your surgeon may use to perform your surgery. CAS can improve the
accuracy of your surgery, but research is still lacking regarding the long-term benefits on function and
longevity of your implant.
The surgeon needs to have a firm understanding of joint replacement surgery as the computer does not
replace the experience acquired over years of practice. It is important for you to have a discussion with your
surgeon before surgery if the use of this technology is important to you.
Find a total joint surgeon member of AAHKS near you by visiting www.AAHKS.org.
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